


About Us
Strengthen your Team, Empower your Customer 

Built natively on Salesforce platform, this robust App enables running of Single/

Bulk SMS/ MMS campaigns. Empower teams to reach out to more customers

faster with features including Automation through workflows, customizable SMS

templates, consolidated repository of SMS activities and many more.

Additionally, you can rest assured of dedicated and reliable support throughout.









Similar to an email template, you can create, customize,

and utilize SMS templates with any object for sending

SMS messages .

SMS Template



Similar to an email template, you can create,

customize, and utilize SMS templates with

any object for sending SMS messages .

WhatsApp Template



The application permits the sending of bulk SMS/MMS

in batches from the list view of any object through the

SMS/MMS interface.

Bulk Messages from Objects



Users can send Messages in bulk from any standard

Salesforce Report. By simply selecting the report,

Message template, phone numbers to and from which

they wish to send messages.

Bulk Messages from Report



Users can conveniently access and view all sent and

received messages (SMS/WhatsApp) along with their

corresponding details using the app.

Messages History



As per your business needs, you have the flexibility to

integrate multiple WhatsApp numbers/channels for

sending messages to users.

WhatsApp Integration



Our app enables you to create drip campaigns and

execute various automation activities using a flow-

based approach.

Automation Using Flow



With this feature, users can conveniently schedule

messages (SMS/WhatsApp) to be sent to their contacts

on a daily, weekly, monthly ,or immediate basis

(i.e.,Now), and even select the specific time of the day

for delivery.

Message Scheduler



The conversation view empowers you to engage in

chat with users through WhatsApp/SMS, providing

various additional functionalities such as selecting

templates, using emojis, sending attachments, viewing

conversations with specific agents, accessing all

conversations, and toggling the ability to take over

from the Bot.

Conversation View



Process Builder / Workflow Rules

By creating a workflow rule or a process builder and a

new task, messages will be sent automatically to the

recipients when rule criteria are fulfilled.



Survey

Surveys can be built and conducted by seamlessly

integrating feedback data with Salesforce using

workflows that automate survey distribution.



Easy Guided Setup

Easy to install our App with the help of easy guided

setup.



Chat Bot in Action

An ongoing, live conversation taking place in

real-time between a user and a chatbot.



Drip Campaign

You can leverage our App to design drip campaigns and

execute diverse automation activities using a flow-

based approach.



Contact  Us

support@giriksms.com
Contact Support

+1 480-382-1320
sales@giriksms.com

Contact Sales


